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First Commercial Rocket Launch at Georgia's
Spaceport Camden
Georgia passed its first commercial space law this May: The Georgia Space Flight Act,
sponsored by Rep. Jason Spencer, with a little help from Jason Kemp and me.
Quick on the heels of that major milestone for
Georgia in the new space race comes another. On
August 3, Arizona-based satellite launch company
Vector Space Systems completed a successful
suborbital test launch of its B0.002 test vehicle on
the proposed site for Georgia's first commercial
spaceport. (Click on the picture to see a video.)
Spaceport Camden is still in development and seeking licensing from the Federal
Aviation Administration as a fully-functioning spaceport. But this launch signals strong
and feasible interest in the site from the commercial space industry. No surprise,
since going back to the 1960s, the same site was on the short list of locations vying
for what became the Kennedy Space Center, and was the test site for the world's
most powerful rocket engine.
Hardy Law congratulates everyone involved in this remarkable achievement and we

look forward to more!

Disastrous Myths in Aircraft Transactions (Pt. 2)
Jason and I gave our presentation on "Disastrous Myths in Aircraft Transactions" for
the Lawyer-Pilots Bar Association in Savannah on July 16. Our myths rang some bells
with several group members and a lot of horror stories were shared. So we hope that
summarizing these common and damaging myths, with ways to spot and avoid them,
was helpful.
As promised, here are our presentation materials for whoever is interested.
It was also great catching up with old friends and meeting
new ones from across the country. And we were honored to
receive an amazing set of Aeronautical Sectional Map
Coasters! Created by the LPBA's own Carol Might, with
Aeronautical Charts Art. (Great gifts for any pilots you know.)
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